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                                                  Quality of Care Report for: 

 

Wenvoe Playgroup CIO 

Wenvoe Village Hall 

Station Road West 

Wenvoe 

CF5 6AG 

Registered Charity No: 1179164 

Registered with Care Inspectorate Wales 

Member of Early Years Wales  

July 2019 

Wenvoe Playgroup CIO operate four mornings and one all daycare each week, 

term time only at the Wenvoe Village Hall. We are registered for 30 children 

aged 2 years 4 months to 4 years 11 months. We plan for children’s learning 

using the seven areas of learning to support the Foundation Phase in Wales. 

We have 5 full time staff & 1 part-time staff, plus a person in the Community to 

call on in an emergency.  

The Person in Charge holds a qualification at level 5 CCLD (Children’s Care 

Learning and Development in Management. 

The Deputy of the group holds a level 3 CCLD and is currently working towards 

Level 5 CCLD Advance Practice. 

One staff with Level 3 CCLD 

One staff with Level 2 CCLD working towards Level 3 CCLD 

Our Part-time staff holds Level 3 Diploma in Nursery Nursing (NNEB) 

One member of staff has over twenty-three years’ experience of working in a 

Playgroup setting  

All staff hold legal and regulatory training certificates and current 12-hour 

Paediatric First Aid  

Our emergency cover staff has no child care qualifications, however, has a good 

understanding of how the group is operated due to her time as Chairperson to 

the Parent Committee. 
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We can care for 30 children at any one time on a ratio of: 

1 adult to 4 children under 3 years of age and 

1 adult to 8 children aged 3 years and over.  

During the past year we have had an average of 16 children per session. 

The following report will need to be read in conjunction with our Statement of Purpose dated 

20th February 2019. 

Method of collecting views: 

All parents/carers, staff and professionals were included in our Quality of Care review. 

Questionnaires were sent home via children's trays. All questionnaires were sent out with a flyer 

explaining what the information would be used for and a return date.  (examples may be seen at 

group). We contacted parents/carers via our Facebook page to request that they complete the 

information with a return date. A notice was placed in the foyer on the white board, highlighting the 

importance of the information provided. Communication with parents each morning also took place. 

Children’s preferences are noted at all times and logged into a book or on the planning for staff to 

review at planning meetings, especially those which cannot be sought straight away. 

Children communicate with the staff on a daily basis. Children's opinions are valued by staff and 

needs are met. Notes to changes are made on the flexible planning and through evaluation. Children 

have a voice which is heard. 

Children are unable to contribute to questionnaires so we asked their parents/carers to include their 

children's comments from home in their questionnaires. 

Although activities are set out first thing children can and will access equipment they wish to play 

with from the accessible storage. Where able, children are confident to ask for equipment which 

may not have been set out. 

 

Numbers involved: 

30  questionnaires were sent out to families with 11 returned. 

            

Staff: 5 staff questionnaires were returned. Majority of staff still require more time to complete 

paperwork at group to record Children’s assessment. 

 

Professionals: 2 questionnaires were returned and both were positive, feeling welcome at group. 

 

 

All questionnaires will be kept for CIW to view on their inspection. 
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Summary of responses: 

 

The overall comments were positive listed as; majority at the top down to lesser comments: 

• Settling in sessions 

• Friendly Environment 

• Helpful 

• Good Information 

• Wrap around excellent 

• Small, local & friendly 

• Family feel 

• Community run 

 

 

 

Suggestions for improvement from the questionnaires: 

 

• Breakfast club for Reception age children. 

• More afternoon sessions – 1 family 

 

Families commenting on behalf of their Children: 

 

 ‘It’s a really good nursery. I love the Fire Engines and dressing up’ 

‘I like the sand, Elsa dress and all the shoes the best’. 

 

All 11 questionnaires held positive comments and we thanked the families for these via a flyer in 

Children’s trays.  

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Action to improve as a result of people’s views; 

 

The provision continues to grow since we supported the community to build a new LA Nursery 

across the road. Numbers are growing each year so where possible we will continue to send out 

flyers to assess the support needed for parents moving forward and hopefully extend our provision 

with the support of CIW and the Welsh Government. Breakfast club to be offered to rising reception 

Children from September 2019. One extra afternoon will be offered from September 2019. 
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Parents communicate that they see improvement in their children's development, especially in 

speech, confidence and life skills. We plan and support the children across the seven areas offering 

activities throughout written planning to encourage learning with the support of an adult. We also 

offer an environment where children can express themselves and play freely throughout the 

continuous provision.  

 

We understand the cultural and diverse needs of every family on our register and support their 

children's individual needs.  We have celebrated a number of our children's varied cultures 

throughout the year and will continue to do so to encourage children to celebrate the diverse world 

we live in.  We do this throughout activities and note all allergens with food activities. 

 

Our key worker system is strong and valuable links are formed between key workers, children and 

their families. 

 

Working above the National Minimum Standards for adult:child ratio has allowed us to access all 

areas of play safely, along with having plenty of staff to support our walks in the community. It also 

supported us when a member of staff left 7 weeks prior to the end of Summer Term and we had to 

return to minimum ratio. 

 

 

. 

 

Staff have kept up-to-date with their training for continuous development and legal and regulatory 

training. All staff are happy other than a shortage of time for assessment due to the group growing 

and requiring more staff to cover. Children come first as always.  

Staff have discussed reverting back to assessment used previously as it contains more information 

than the Compact Profile which we were asked to try. For example; we were missing out on noting 

Knowledge and Understanding along with Welsh Language Development as the Compact Profile 

doesn’t offer these areas.  

 

 

1. Well-Being 

 

Service evaluation: 

 

Children who are able, are involved in planning. Children's choice of topics is noted from pictures of 

previous planning sheets. Although the initial set up is adult led, children voice what equipment they 

would like out daily. Children voice their needs and our planning is flexible to incorporate their 

needs.  Children share toast, fruit and pour their own drinks at snack time to encourage greater 

independence. More able children will also voice their preferences for snack and these are listened 

to. Adults are nearby at all times should the children need help and support. 

 

Children are making good progress in all areas. Many are reaching their milestones and outcomes 

prior to Nursery and Reception. Children’s independence is growing by offering independence 

throughout the group, allowing them to make choices and by ensuring it is a safe environment, 

home from home feeling.  We have supported children with toileting, handwashing and dressing, 

putting shoes on/off, becoming independent in life skills. 
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Staff build up good relationships with the children, promoting positivity and by offering 

encouragement to children to build on their experience, take risks, do for themselves and in-turn 

develop their confidence and self- esteem. The staff offer a safe, caring, loving environment as 

reflected from the questionnaires.  

 

We have continued our walks to the Library and shared Story Sacks with those who don’t attend the 

days when the Library is open, offering Equal Opportunity.  Children enjoy their books to take home 

to share. This supports children’s choice; by choosing a book to take home and supports their 

development in Language and Literacy skills. 

 

Our wrap around service is successful mainly supporting Children for morning sessions and onto 

Nursery for the afternoon. The school have been very supportive in offering afternoon sessions to 

children and families to date to support working parents, understanding that by supporting parents 

it removes any stress or worries they may have for Childcare. 

Breakfast club has been a success with 12 Children to date on one morning with 8 attending others. 

The Welsh Government 30 Hour Free Childcare has allowed 14  of our 38 families to benefit from 

FREE childcare this year.  

We have supported both Cardiff and the Vale Children and moving forward our mornings are full for 

the coming year. We hope that some Children will support the afternoons that we have on offer 

from September as we have added an extra afternoon. Afternoon sessions are not popular, so we 

will monitor the need in the coming year to make an assessment on viability moving forward. We 

need enough children for children to develop with or alongside one another to support social 

interaction. 

 

Parents continue to praise the settling in mornings when first starting at group and find them most 

helpful to both themselves and their Children. We will continue to offer individual parents the time 

they need to feel happy and the choice of when to leave their child in our care. 

 

Overall there are always improvements to be made, however, I feel the Playgroup offer excellent 

care for the children and their parents feel happy that their children are safe whilst they have to 

work. Parents are always commenting that they feel happy to return to work knowing that their 

children are well cared for in a home from home environment. Relationships are strong between 

staff and families and in turn many often continue friendship with the group when the family leave 

the provision. Quotes from the questionnaire’s;  

• Our Children love going to play there and feel like a part of a big playgroup family not just a 

place that provides childcare. 

• With the wrap around care with Nursery school it feels like one big family. 

• Very friendly group who do so much with the Children 

• A few comments ‘Friendly staff’. 

 

The Management Committee continues to ensure Playgroup is secure for many future families by 

offering their free time to support fundraising events and Management supervision. The parents feel 

valued that they are able to contribute to their Children’s learning and development and strong 

bonds are formed.  

The Playgroup has just celebrated its 50th Birthday and I am sure it will operate for many years to 

come with the dedication and hard work shown by all at this time. 
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Priorities for improvement: 

 

We plan to improve on making our observations a useful tool and log them on a new Foundation 

Phase document previously used. This will be ready for September 2019 and all staff will be offered 

training from the PIC to move forward with this during the Autumn Term. We will remain using the 

Compact Profile only for those Children whom we started them for in September 2018. We will add 

the areas we feel missing alongside.  

 

Staff meetings have much improved as numbers have risen, so staff tend to be working more hours 

and can all make the meetings planned. Minutes are provided to all staff should they miss a meeting.  

We will continue to do this.  

Due to a staff member leaving in  May, we struggled to offer staff time to complete assessments in 

the second half of Summer Term as we had to operate at minimum ratio.  Extra staff will be 

employed to allow staff to complete their assessments in work time moving forward and by allowing 

time in the work place, management will be available to support. Photo books will still be voluntary 

and completed in staff home time.  

 

We keep a group diary to alert staff of any changes to rotas, special events and information if 

children will be holidaying or have known medical appointments. We have also introduced a white 

board and cork board for important daily information. We plan to continue with these methods and 

try any new suggestions made by staff. 

 

We keep all children’s assessment records until they leave us for either nursery or reception. They 

are then given to the parent with children’s photo books as a memory of their time at Playgroup. 

The Nursery School at Gwenfo hold their own records so do not need them. We have however this 

past year,  passed on the outcomes to Gwenfo Nursery for Children who leave us part way through 

the year. The Nursery Teacher says that the Social forms are most helpful so we will continue to pass 

photo copies of our Social reports across for all the New Nursery Intake children. We also plan to 

rename our social forms, holistic development. 

 

Management: 

We plan to become a Charities Incorporated Organisation (CIO) by the end of Autumn 2019. We 

have re-registered our Committee with Care Inspectorate Wales (CIW), however, due to the 

slowness of the bank we are now just contacting HMRC with all the details (July 2019). It has been a 

slow process taking over a year from start to nearly finished. Meanwhile Playgroup has continued to 

operate smoothly, as we have taken the advice and support of all professionals involved who have 

offered information for a smooth transition. 

 

We plan to monitor developments via our termly updated development plan (which is shared with 

the Chairperson and all staff) and through regular communication between the Chairperson and 

Person In Charge. 
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Service Evaluation 

 

Children are making good progress at group. The School Nursery have commented on how 

Playgroup children settle quicker than others who have not had the experience. We have excellent 

links working with the school to support the working family. 

 

Children build up positive relationships with the staff as do their families. On reflection from the 

comments made in the questionnaires we feel we are meeting the needs of the families. 

 

Breakfast club has been successful five mornings per week offering extended support to those 

Children whose Parents have to work. We are moving forward supporting the school with Breakfast 

club for reception aged children to offer them continuity until they settle into school life. Ratios are 

far too high at school for such young children. This will offer children a smoother transition into 

school life and alleviate the need for families to send their children to too many provisions.  

 

We have tried to offer 3 afternoons per week to support the Welsh Government 30 Hour Free 

Childcare, however, we are finding that most parents using the wrap around care need mornings for 

longer hours to include the breakfast club (8am until 1pm). 

 

Our afternoon session at this time have 8 children in attendance, however, lunch on Wednesdays 

have 27 children on the books during cross over. Some Children are collected until 12:45pm and we 

have seen an increase in numbers since the Welsh Governments Free Childcare Offer arrived. 

 

 

2. Care and Development 

 

Practitioners are trained to the highest levels and are positive and confident in the care they provide 

to the children. This reflects in their practice (as noted in the questionnaires) and is highlighted by 

the parents throughout communication. 

 

Staff attend all legal & regulatory training along with courses to support their professional 

development. Staff have many years of experience and keep up to date with legislation. Staff have 

been booked onto all training needed to support their role by the end of 2019. 

 

Staff have good relationships and in turn this reflects in a positive environment for the children. 

 

Staff put the Children and their needs first.  Children feel a sense of belonging, therefore becoming 

independent, confident and comfortable in their surroundings. This in turn creates a positive friendly 

environment. 

 

Children meet their individual aims and objectives along with developing the essential everyday life 

skills, such as dressing, undressing, toileting & handwashing. The social time at Playgroup allows the 

Children to develop in their social skills and exploration of skills in all seven areas of development in 

a safe, positive, caring environment. 

 

Children also begin to recognise the diverse world we live in due to the many activities we offer 

through planning.    
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Children and their parents make good friends at Playgroup, some bonds lasting to school and 

beyond.  

 

Priorities for Improvement 

 

We plan to operate more afternoons as to the need of the families and employ staff to allow us to 

work above National Minimum Standards ratio’s during the morning sessions to continue quality 

with higher numbers. We also wish to support staff with their written assessments.  

We plan to hold the three settling in sessions in September again in 2019, to allow Parents and 

Children to settle and feel confident in parting. 

 

 

 

3. Environment 

 

Children are aware of their environment and photographs are shared with families through photo 

boards and Children’s photobook as memories of their year at Playgroup. 

 

Children are offered a rich environment and space. In the small room known as the Annexe, Children 

are able to develop their fine motor skills throughout many activities. We have a book corner, role 

play area and dressing up area, areas of small world play, maths area, construction and playdough 

area to name a few. All activities support the seven areas of learning. 

 

The large hall offers plenty of space for play such as football, ride on equipment, Climbing Frame, 

Dance, parachute and all such gross motor skills.  

 

We have a large enclosed rear garden for when it is dry and many of the above activities can be 

taken outside.  

In the outside space we have Sand, Water & Climb on equipment. We have many opportunities 

outside for planting and growing with Children. 

 

Children have been supported over the years to grow vegetables, along with the planting of flowers 

bulbs and plants in their garden. The garden was labelled throughout the summer, offering children 

the chance to support and develop their language and literacy through communication on items 

planted. This in turn supported their knowledge and development in many areas, along with growing 

and eating foods from the garden. In the Autumn Term, we made a Harvest Soup from the Carrots 

and Potatoes retrieved from our garden. The children dug for the items, washed them and helped 

peel them to create an end product. 

 

The environment on offer is plentiful and offers many resources for Children.  

 

The lunch time Children have developed their knowledge on recycling. They do this by separating 

plastic and recyclable items from general waste from their lunch boxes. They have particularly 

enjoyed adding their plastic waste on a wall display at group, so much that the wall is full (to explain 

the hazards of plastic in our seas). 
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Open mornings are offered to Parents of Children; however, we do have an open-door policy and 

parents chat as often as needed or as required. Parents are kept informed via Flyers, Dates for 

Diaries in their children’s tidy trays (or lunch boxes for wrap around), Notices in the foyer, Parent 

Facebook page and via the Website.   

 

Parents particularly appreciated the settling in sessions with their children and feel this is what 

makes such a smooth transition from home to group (as highlighted in the questionnaires). 

 

From the questionnaires we find that parents require longer sessions or extra sessions. This can only 

mean that they are happy with the environment that we offer for their children and want or need 

more. 

 

The development plan is a useful tool for the group and is shared with all staff and The Chairperson 

and Secretary, to support the group environment with what is needed or required to continue 

offering an enriched environment. The Chairperson, Committee and Staff also read the 

questionnaires and comments received by service users,  which allow them to reflect on practice. 

This report is shared with all of the above is also made available to parents & families. We do this by 

displaying a copy in the foyer at group and on our website, prompting parents to these areas via a 

notice board and Facebook. 

 

 

Priorities for Improvement 

 

Although registered for 30 Children, we will continue to monitor numbers as we grow to ensure the 

environment is safe for higher numbers. We plan to use free flow now that the under-stairs doors 

are completed and that new bolts have been fixed to the doors. We are trialling it at this time, 

however, some days we feel there could be missed opportunities in the smaller playroom. We will 

monitor this as we move forward through our Development Plan. 

 

We will continue to listen to parents and professionals in our improvements.  

 

We have been unable to apply for Grants whilst our C.I.O takes place. We need to raise funds or 

obtain grants for I.T. equipment. All our mobile phones, bugs, torches, games are broken or have 

blown up. Replacing I.T. is expensive, and what equipment is working require replacement batteries, 

which again are expensive. We plan to replace these items when the coffers allow. We also plan to 

apply for the TESCO grant for a new outside shelter as ours has dilapidated over the years once the 

new company structure is set up. The Committee tell me that whilst they are in transition of 

becoming a CIO we are unable to apply for grants until completion. 

 

All improvements will be logged into our Development Plan by myself (PIC). 
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Service Evaluation 

 

As the Person in Charge to the playgroup, I always work to the best of my ability, listen to the needs 

of the parents, children, staff and professionals at every opportunity. I will include others to make 

any changes necessary, to enhance and improve the quality and care of the playgroup. I work 

endless hours at home not paid to ensure the success of the group. 

 

The questionnaires sent home have helped me write this report. As the overall comments from the 

questionnaires were positive, it confirms that changes made over time continue to make the group 

stronger and more successful.  

 

However, as we all know, there are always improvements to be made once the service has been 

reflected upon. This is where our development plan is a useful tool, to develop the group in moving 

forward. A list of areas for development are logged at the start of each year and as they are 

achieved, they are noted as to what impact they have on the group. Any findings along the way are 

added to the plan and the plan is reviewed at the end of each term. 

 

I will ensure that every comment is taken into consideration and relay all information to the 

Management Committee who will assess whether or not budget allows us to offer flexibility. As 

morning sessions are full at this time, we are operating two afternoons moving forward to allow 

space for wrap around and perhaps our younger members.  We will continue to listen to the families 

who need support and will do all we can to speak to professionals to support their needs. 

 

We work above minimum ratios where possible for the children's care and wellbeing and also 

supports staff sickness (very rare) along with any unplanned events beyond our control. It also 

allows us to support staff time to complete their assessments in work time. 

 

 Children's care and wellbeing is paramount to us here at the playgroup (safeguarding). Any 

incidents noted from home would be logged, along with incidents and accidents in group. All 

conversations are logged between parents and staff.  

 

As leader, I have built up relationships with children and the families and ensure all staff do so 

through daily door rota's, key worker system and open sessions. The staff regularly volunteer at 

fundraising events to help and in turn built up stronger relationships with others. 

 

Staff are supported by myself to keep up to date with their legal & regulatory and continuous 

professional development at all times. Regular 1:1 supervision have been held throughout the year 

and an annual appraisal for each member of staff is completed. This year written by myself and a 

meeting arranged to discuss findings with our Chairperson.  

 

The Chairperson completes my Supervision Sessions and  Annual Appraisal along with the Deputies. 
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Although over the years we have been able to leave some equipment out daily in the annexe it 

would be good from a health and safety point of view if we could have our own premises where we 

could leave everything set up. The set up and clearing away has an impact on our finances, however, 

we understand that we are better off than some groups and we offer the best practice that we can 

offer with a shared community hall. 

Some things can go missing from time to time, however, on the whole, most of the users are 

respectful of our circumstances.  

 

All Staff and Management work to the best of their ability, ensuring we complete health and safety 

checks at the hall to support the environment for the children. The Hall Management Committee are 

supportive of the groups needs and do what they can to help. We have good relationships with our 

Landlords. 

 

 

 

 

 

Priorities for improvement 

 

We will continue listening to parents, children and professionals to ensure we offer quality of care.  

 

Children will be assessed throughout their play and observations noted. We will however be 

changing the way we highlight learning and the way forward, as the Compact Profile has not worked 

for us. It has been too rigid, time consuming and misses valuable information and areas such as 

Knowledge & Understanding of the World and Welsh Development. It doesn’t allow recording of the 

developing child to show small steps. It is more ‘big jumps’ in learning,  which staff don’t like. They 

do not celebrate each small step a Child takes. 

 

All improvements will be noted in our Development Plan moving forward and reflected upon in the 

Evaluation.  

I certify that the information I have provided is true and accurate to the best of my knowledge 

and belief and reflects the service  

Title: Sandra Morgan ( Person In Charge) 

Signed:            S.J.Morgan    

Date: 10.07.2019                                                            


